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Abstract: A Multi-body contacting Thermal-Elastic-Hydro Model, MTEHM has been established in this
study. And which has been applied to analysis the leakage behavior of No.1 seal of the RCP hydrostatic seal.
The hydro-model is based on 2D Reynolds equation and programmed by M-code. An interface program
written in C has been carried out. And which is used to transit the end face pressure value from hydro-model
to elastic-solid model. The FEA multi-body contacting method has been taken into the elastic-solid model.
And which is used to obtain the deformation angle of seal rings. An opening force ratio has been carried out
as a convergent judgment of the multi-physics iterative coupling process. The influence of position of O-rings
(on the back of seal rings and relative to the hydrostatic clamp rings) has been discussed. For test and verify
the MTEHM, a testing rig has been established. It can be used to simulate a high temperature high pressure
seal media with a temperature range from 22℃ to 100℃ and a pressure range from 0.1MPa to 22MPa. At
last, a comparison of pressure-leakage data from Westinghouse, Saint Alban power plant and this study has
been presented. And a variance analysis has been attached.
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1. Introduction
Reactor coolant pump (RCP) is used to transport media
for cooling down the reactor core and exchanging heat.
The hazardous high pressure media is separated by RCP
seal from ambient. The performance of this seal influence
safety and stability of whole nuclear power plant directly.
A hydrostatic RCP seal which is applied on Chinese
generation-Ⅲ PWR is shown as Fig. 1. It contains three
mechanical seals which are arranged tandem. The No.1
seal has two silicon nitride seal rings. One of which is
rotating relative to another. The stationary ring has a taper
with several minutes. The pressure difference between
inner and outer of the end face make the seal rings
separated from each other with a 10um gap. Usually, the
differential pressure is 15.5MPa and with a 700L/h
leakage. The No.1 seal subject to the whole working
pressure so it is the most significant sub-part in the whole
RCP seal[1-2]. In normal work condition, the No.2 seal
subjected to 0.02~0.2MPa differential pressure and has an
18L/h leakage. In emergence work condition, the type of
No.2 Seal will be changed from rub seal to non-contacting
seal and keep the seal function for at least another 30
minutes[2].

Fig. 1. Hydrostatic RCP seal assemble

The No.3 seal has a dual-dam. The block media is
supplied by a high tank and injected into the end face by
several orifices. No.3 seal has a leakage of hundreds
milliliter per hour which is too small to be measured by
general flow meter but it can be measured by weighing[2].
Considered the importance of No.1 seal, an enhanced
research is necessary.
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A large number of institutes and researchers have
published their theoretical and experimental study results.
T. Boardman from Rockwell has established a hydrostatic
calculation model for dual-taper RCP seal based on
Bernoulli’s equation[3]. An inlet pressure loss factor has
been introduced. But the structure deformation caused by
pressure and temperature has not been taken into his
model. The pressure-leakage curve carried out by this
model is linear. Which is not suit to the real situation from
power plants (in fact it is similar to convex curve)[4]. Noël
Brunetiere etc. have taken the inertia term into their model
[5], but it is pure fluid model also. Wang Heshun has
established a brief explicit model but solid deformation is
still not being considered[6]. Yasuhiro Sasaki etc. have
analyzed No.1 seal rings’ deformation and optimized the
design by increase axial dimension to increase operational
stability[7]. Liao Chuanjun etc. from Tsinghua University
have considered the end face deformation caused by
pressure[8]. They have deduced this deformation angle by
stress analysis of ring’s section. And then the gap function
with end face deformation has been carried out. A solidfluid coupled model has been established at last. But in
their research, only a single ring’s section has been
analyzed. The interaction between rings, clamp rings and
ring seats has been ignored. Especially, the clamping
force induced by differential pressure on the clamp rings
has been ignored. WeiFeng Huang etc. from Tsinghua
University also has presented their TFS model to analysis
RCP No.1 seal. The interaction of rotating parts has been
considered, but the clamping force produced by clamp
ring’s two O-rings with different diameters has been
ignored in their research[9].
Therefore, to establish a multi-body contacting thermalElastic-hydro-coupling model and use it to analysis No.1
seal leakage behavior is significant.

Fig. 3. Ring section and subject to force

component. Stationary ring, hydrostatic clamp ring and
stationary ring seat are assembled as the stationary
component. Seal rings are made of Si3N4. The stationary
ring has a taper approximate equal to 2.8 minutes.
What needs to be emphasized is that the seal rings are not
bond with seats by screws and clamp rings mainly. The
initial load of these screws is very small about 1.5Nm. In
fact, an axial hydrostatic force ( ܨെ ܨଶ , as shown in Fig.
3) produced by two O-ring with different radius push the
rings onto seats tightly. So that the clamp rings are named
“hydrostatic clamp rings” strictly. The hydro-load has a
range from 0 to 14809.2N when media pressure is
between 0~15.5MPa.

3. Hydrostatic Model of the End Face
As shown in Fig. 4. It is assumed that the ring section

 ,

2. Structures and Function of No.1 Seal

rotate r s relative to initial position when subjected to
pressure and thermal gradient. Then the end face film
thickness will be changed. End face pressure distribution
changed as well as. The end face opening force and
leakage will be changed at last.
Nomenclature

As shown in Fig. 2, the sealing boundary consists with
rotating component, stationary component and insert.
Rotating ring, hydrostatic clamp ring and rotating ring
seat are assembled as the rotating

Ro — Outer radius of rotating ring, mm

Ri — Inner radius of rotating ring, mm
Rg —End face taper transition radius, mm
R —Radial variable, mm

 r —Deflection angle of rotating ring, minutes
 s —Deflection angle of stationary ring, minutes
 —total deflection angle of end face, minutes,
   s   r
t —initial taper of end face, minutes
t' —net angle of end face after deformation, minutes,
t' t  

Fig. 2. No.1 seal assemble

ha —film thickness of end face parallel region,  m
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hb —film thickness of end face taper region,  m

�𝑅𝑅� � 𝑅𝑅� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� � � 𝑥𝑥 � 𝑅𝑅� ������ 𝜑𝜑� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� �
� ���� 𝜑𝜑� ���
������ 𝜑𝜑� � � 1��𝑅𝑅� � 𝑅𝑅� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� � � �𝑅𝑅� �
𝑅𝑅� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� �
(3)
Assume the variable R  ( Rg , Ro ) and position of points

G—gravity of stationary component, N
Fopen —end face open force, N
Fclose —end face close force, N

B and D are known as ( X B' , YB ) , ( X D , YD ) . Then LBD the
distance between B and D is:
�
𝐿𝐿�� �
�� ���� 𝜑𝜑� ��𝑅𝑅 �
'

������ � ������ �������� �

𝑅𝑅� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� �� � ����� 𝜑𝜑� �� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� �� �
���� 𝜑𝜑� ���𝑅𝑅� � 𝑅𝑅� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� � � ���� 𝜑𝜑� ��𝑅𝑅 � 𝑅𝑅� �� (4)
Film thickness control function h(R):
The film thickness control function on whole end face can
be divided into two parts. One is parallel region
R  ( Ri , Rg ) and another is taper region R  ( Rg , Ro ) .
“ h1 ” is the film thickness before seal deflecting and “ h ' ”
is that after seal deflecting. Then:
The parallel region film thickness ha is:
ha  h1  ( R  Ri )  tan( s )  ( R  Ri )  tan( r )

Fig. 4. No.1 seal end face dimensions

(5)

The taper region film thickness hb is:

ha  h1  tan(t )  ( R  Rg )  ( R  Ri )  tan( s )  LBD (6)
Take (4) into (6), the taper region film thickness hb is:
ℎ� � ℎ� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� ��𝑅𝑅 � 𝑅𝑅� � � �𝑅𝑅 � 𝑅𝑅� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� � �
���� 𝜑𝜑� �𝑅𝑅 � ���� 𝜑𝜑� �𝑅𝑅� �
�
���𝑅𝑅� � 𝑅𝑅� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� � �
������ � ������ �������� �

���� 𝜑𝜑� ��𝑅𝑅� � 𝑅𝑅� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� � � 𝑅𝑅 �
𝑅𝑅� ������ 𝜑𝜑� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� � � ���� 𝜑𝜑� ��� � ����� 𝜑𝜑� � �
1��𝑅𝑅� � 𝑅𝑅� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� � � �𝑅𝑅� � 𝑅𝑅� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� � (7)
The film thickness profile after seal deflected can be
plotted as Fig. 6 once 𝜑𝜑� and 𝜑𝜑� are obtained.
Assume the media of RCP seal is uncompressible. The
scale of film thickness is much smaller than that in
faceplate direction. Therefore, the 2D Reynolds equation
in pole coordinate is suitable[10-11]:

Fig. 5. Hydrostatic model of end face

� �

As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, Establish a Cartesian
coordinate, seal swirl around y axis, and the taper face
outer point on the x axis. After the seal deflected (dash
line), the points E, F, G will be translated to point E’, F’,
G’. The function of straight line L1 and L2 can be
established in two points form:
L1:
(1)
𝑦𝑦 � � ���� 𝜑𝜑� � � 𝑥𝑥 � 𝑅𝑅� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� �
L2:
�����
�����
�
(2)
��� ����

�

�� ��

� �� ��� ��

�

��� ��

� � �� ���� ��� �

�� ��

� ��

(8)

��� ����

For L2, 𝑦𝑦�� , 𝑥𝑥�� , 𝑦𝑦�� , 𝑥𝑥�� in (2) is the horizon position and
vertical position of point G and F after seal deflection
which can be carried out by rotating coordinates formula
simply. Once this four positions has been got. Take them
into (2), and then the linear function of L2 is:
1
𝑦𝑦 � �
���𝑅𝑅�
���� 𝜑𝜑� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� � � ���� 𝜑𝜑� �
� 𝑅𝑅� � ���� 𝜑𝜑� � � ���� 𝜑𝜑� �

Fig. 6. The film thickness profile of the end face (assume
'

 r 0.367

,  s 0.046'
）
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For RCP hydrostatic seal, the pressure and thickness
��
gradient along pole angle 𝜃𝜃 is equal to 0. It means �
��

��

��

� �, so that (8) can be simplified into:
�

�

��� ��

�� ��� ��

(9)

���

Take (5) or (7) into (9), the end face pressure distribution
function P(R) with two subsections can be obtained. It is
difficult to carry out an explicit solution about the P(R). A
program written in Matlab based on FE method is used to
solve numerical solutions. The detail procedure of FE
method can be found in reference[10]. A comparison
between MTEHM and common hydrostatic model is
taken out as instance:
The pressure distribution curves of these two models can
be plotted as Fig. 7. An obvious difference can be found
especially in parallel region (� � ��������� mm). The
result of common hydrostatic model is approximate to
linear but the MTEHM is a concave line. That means the
area below the MTEHM curve is smaller. The end face
open force is equal to this area. The film thickness and
leakage under balance status is smaller than that of
common hydrostatic model also. A further plot about how
the taper changing influence end face pressure
distribution is shown as Fig. 8

Fig. 7. The P(R) (MTEHM vs. common model)

Table 1. Boundary conditions of MTEHM and common
hydrostatic model
paramet
er

MTEHM

Common
hydrostat
ic model

h1

5[um]

5[um]

RPM

1500

1500

𝜑𝜑�

0.367

0

𝜑𝜑�

0.0456

0

𝜑𝜑�

3

3

T

55+273

55+273

Rg

122[mm]

122[mm]

108.5[m
m]
152.5[m
m]
121.4[m
m]
119.5[m
m]
15.8[MPa
]
0.21[MPa
]

108.5[m
m]
152.5[m
m]
121.4[m
m]
119.5[m
m]
15.8[MPa
]
0.21[MPa
]

Ri
Ro
Rb
Roring
P2
P1

Fig. 8. P(R) with taper changing

In the instance above, the end face deflecting angle
 r ,  s are assumed to be known at the beginning. For
closing the coupling circle, an Elastic-solid model with
thermal condition and multi-body contacting is required
to obtain the deflecting angle.

physics
Film
thickness(assumed)
Rotating speed
（RPM）
Rotating component
deflection
angle(minutes)
stationary component
deflection
angle(minutes)
Initial taper (minutes)
injection temperature
(K)
End face taper
transition
radius (mm)
Inner radius of
end face(mm)
Outer radius of
end face (mm)

4. Thermal Elastic multi body contacting
model
In this section, the interaction of the mechanical parts and
temperature gradient are taken into solid model.
According to experimental results, the differential
temperature along radial direction of the end face is
4 C ~ 8 C . It has a small variation when injection
temperature or leakage changed. A FEA method with
multi-body contacting and thermal condition is applied.
A 2D axial symmetry model which includes hydrostatic
clamp rings, seal rings, ring seats and virtual shaft is
assembled. All contact pairs have a different size of mesh
and are set to be frictional as the A~G shown in Fig. 9.
The friction coefficient is 0.37. Contact source has a fine
size and contact target has a chaos size to prevent nodes
from penetrating. The contact force is defined by:
(10)

Balance Radius (mm)
O-ring radius back
of rings (mm)

Where the 𝑘𝑘������ is contact stiffness and

is penetrating amount.

Media pressure (MPa)
Leakage pressure
(MPa)

4

x penetration
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4.1 Boundary Conditions, Constraints, Materials
Property
Table 2. Loads, materials, work conditions

Rings
Clamp
rings,
ring
seats
media
Inlet
pressure
Outlet
pressure

Si3N4

Young’s
modular
(GPa)
320

0.272

Thermal
conductivity
(W/m*℃)
28.4
30

Poisson’s
ratio

stainless
steel

217

0.27

water

viscosity
5.1E-4Pa*s

Specific heat
4200J/kg*℃
Inlet
temperature
Outlet
temperature

15.8MPa
0.21MPa

0.645
55℃
60℃

The boundary condition applied in solid model is shown
as Fig. 10. An interface program written in C language is
used to transit the pressure value from fluid zone to solid
zone automatically. Therefore, the coupling between fluid
and solid zones is archived.
The calculation of temperature gradient of end face can be
found in reference[12]. It is the same with reference [12],
the solid thermal conductivity, and solid-fluid conjugate
heat transfer is considered. Injection temperature, leakage,
thermal conductivity, heat transfer coefficient will
influence the end face temperature gradient.
Four probes located on end face of seal rings inner corner
and outer corner are set to get the axial displacement.
They are:
Rin —inner corner displacement of rotating ring, mm
Rout —outer corner displacement of rotating ring, mm
Sin —inner corner displacement of stationary ring, mm
Sout —outer corner displacement of stationary ring, mm
At last, the seal deflection angle  r ,  s can be obtained by
solving a triangle function simply.

Fig. 9. multi-body contacting model of No.1 seal

4.2 Coupling processing
The solving program is beginning from fluid zone.

0 ，and a sets of film
Step1: assume that the 
s
r
thickness h  heq are taken as input. heq is the film
thickness when seal works in balance status 。 Use

Fopen  Fclose to evaluate whether the seal archives
balance status or not. Then the end face pressure
distribution P(R) can be obtained as output.
(11)

Fig. 10. Boundary conditions and constraint

𝐹𝐹����� � � � �� � � � ���� � ��� � � �� � � � ���� � ��� � (12)

Step2: the value of P(R) can be translated by interface
program and be transferred to end face nodes in solid
model. Other input contains𝑇𝑇� ,𝑇𝑇� ,𝑇𝑇���,𝑇𝑇� , To is injection
temperature, 𝑇𝑇� is leakage temperature, and 𝑇𝑇��� is
temperature gradient on the end face. The linear level of
𝑇𝑇��� influence seal deformation less. So the T ( R ) is
treated as linear in this study. The
in this step as output.

5

s , r

can be obtained
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back into Step1 to calculate the

end face pressure distribution P( R) n again, n=1…n
which means the iterative steps。
Step4: repeat Step1~Step3, and output P( R)n each time.
It can be found that the open force by integrating the
P ( R ) n will not decrease obviously after several repeats.
Therefore, the coupling convergence criterion shall be:
��

��

�� ����� ����� ������� ��
��

�� ������� ��

(13)

� ����

Step5: the final solutions can be obtained by iterating n
times and which include film thickness heq , leakage Qn
and end face open force Fopen .
n

��

n

𝐹𝐹����� � �� ����� 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

5. Discussion
Application

of

(14)
Fig. 13 Pressure effect (15.5MPa)

Engineering

In order to confirm the engineering applicability of
MTEHM, a test rig as shown in Fig. 11 has been
established in Sichuan Sunny Seal Company. The Fig. 12
is the No.1 seal and its stationary ring after 4000 hours life
circle experiment.

Fig. 14 Thermal effect (with 5℃ differential temperature)
Table 3. Seal deflection of single pressure effect (15.5MPa)

Fig. 11. Test rig for RCP hydrostatic seal

Axial
displacem
ent (mm)

Probe
Rring
Sring

Rin

1.34E-03

Rout

5.97E-03

Sin

-1.32E-03

Sout

-7.46E-04

End
face
width
(mm)

Deflecting
angle
(minutes
）

4.63E03

0.3678

5.75E04

0.0456

Total
angle
(minutes)

0.4135

Table 4. Seal deflection of single thermal effect (with 5℃
differential temperature)
Fig. 12. No.1 seal disassembled

Axial
displacement
(mm)

Probe

5.1 The Influence of Temperature
The temperature influences the viscosity and density of
seal media mainly. The leakage increase as the
temperature increase[12-15]. Except for that, the
temperature influence end faces taper also, but much
smaller than pressure. A comparison between pure
pressure effect (Fig. 13) and pure thermal effect (Fig. 14)
is shown as below Table 3 and Table 4:

R-ring

S-ring

6

Rin
Rou
t
Sin
Sou
t

1.5971e-2
1.5943e-2
-3.0729e2
-3.0704e2

End
face
width
(mm)

Deflecting
angle
(minutes）

2.80E-05

0.0022

2.50E-05

0.0019

Total
angle
(minutes)

0.0002
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T
Fig. 17. Influence of differential radius of O-ring on clamp
rings (15.5MPa, 55°C,below)

Fig. 16. The influence of radius O-ring on back of seal rings
(15.5MPa, 55°C, up)

It can be observed from column “axial displacement” in
Table 3 and Table 4 that the taper is divergent form 𝑅𝑅� to
𝑅𝑅� when seal subject to pressure only. On contrary the
taper is convergent when seal subject to temperature only.
And the “Total angle” column shows that the influence of
pressure is more important than that of temperature.
Injection temperature influence the end face differential
temperature and leakage. The higher injection
temperature, the larger leakage is. The simulation and
experiment results are shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 18. Comparison of MTEHM, Westinghouse, St Alban and
testing data

There are two O-rings with different radius of the
hydrostatic clamp rings. The difference of radius of this
two O-rings 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥����� influence the axial load of clamp
rings. The 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥����� increased, the axial load increased.
The end face taper deflecting angle  decreased as
well. The end face net taper after deflecting

   t  
'
t

5.1 O-Ring Positions
There are two sets of O-rings influence leakage mainly.
One is on back of the seal rings and another is a pair of Orings on the hydrostatic clamp rings.
It is need to clarify that the O-rings’ material is FKM[14].
When it is compressed by seal media with different
pressure, the pressure boundary points will changing. In
this study, the error caused by the boundary points offset
has been ignored because of it is too tiny to influence the
final results.
For the O-ring back of seal rings. Once the distributed
pressure be treated as concentrated force, the origin and
value of this force will be influenced by the radius of Oring. And then the end face taper changed. Larger the
radius of O-ring is, the pressure effective area is smaller,
the end face taper variation  is smaller, the taper after

'

increased.

(14)

The leakage increased at last, shown as Fig. 17:
5.2 End Face Differential Pressure
It can be found from Fig. 18 that the leakage (with 55℃
and 15.5MPa injection) obtained by MTEHM is close to
which obtained by common hydrostatic model when
inject pressure is blow 5MPa. But the leakage curve
becomes more flat as the pressure increasing. This is
because of the end face net taper decreasing. As shown in
Fig. 18, this trend is same to Westinghouse’s[3] and the
real operation data from Saint Alban 52PO, 54PO[16].
There is a 200L/h leakage difference between MTEHM
and Westinghouse’s result because of different research
targets’ geometric dimensions. It can be adjusted by
changing initial end face taper. The initial taper increased
the leakage curve rise up entirely and it is the key
parameter that influences the RCP No.1 seal’s
performance. And the optimize design points can be
obtained by this MTEHM now.

deflecting  ' is larger, and the leakage is larger. With
smaller radius, the changes are on contrary. As shown in
Fig. 16:

7
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6. Conclusions
A MTEHM has been presented in this study to simulate
the RCP seal end face pressure-leakage relationship. The
results display an obvious difference with pure
hydrostatic model. Especially in the inner radius region of
the end face. The pressure-leakage trend curve of
MTEHM is concave. Different with that, the trend curve
is convex of common pure hydrostatic model as shown in
Fig. 7. The open force of MTEHM is 4.7% smaller than
pure hydrostatic model(15.5MPa, 55℃).
According to the MTEHM results: the changing of end
face net taper caused by pressure and changing of
viscosity of media caused by injection temperature are
key factors that influent RCP seal leakage directly. The
changing cause by pressure is more important than by
injection temperature as shown in Table 3 and Table 4.
The viscosity of media decreased as the temperature
increased and this lead to leakage increase directly as
shown in Fig. 15. and it can be conclude that 43L/h
leakage increasing when injection temperature increase 5℃
The secondary seal on two different locations influence
the interior forces of the seal assembles. Compare the Fig.
16 with Fig. 17 and it can be conclude that the position
variation of O-ring behind seal rings is more important
than that of clamp ring’s O-ring. Compare the Fig. 16 with
Fig. 17 and it can be conclude that the radius of O-ring
behind seal rings increase each 0.1mm, the leakage
increase 60L/h. and the differential radius of clamp ring
O-rings increase each 0.1mm, the leakage increase 2L/h.
this conclusions above are obtained on conditions of
15.5MPa and 55℃ injection temperature.
The MTEHM can couple the influence of thermal
effective, multi-body contacting effective, hydrostatic
effective and rigid-flexible body deformation effective
very well. The MTEHM results are approximate to
simulation data from Westinghouse and real operation
data from Saint Alban nuclear plant 52PO, 54PO as
shown in Fig. 18. Except for that, It can be found in Fig.
18, the testing result about pressure-leakage curve match
the MTEHM simulating result very well. That means this
model can be used to predict the leakage behavior of RCP
No.1 seal in engineering applications. And it can be used
to optimize the design too.
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